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By Emmanuel Williams

Pomegranate Communications Inc,US, United States, 2010. Game. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Riddled with rhymes and rapt with wordplay, this deck of Knowledge
Cards offers 48 enigmas that function as a brain gym in a box. With science revealing cognitive
exercise to be as necessary and life-enhancing as physical exertion, poet and educator Emmanuel
Williams (the author of Man Without Bones: Riddles from the Oral Tradition) created this collection
of conundrums guaranteed to get your gray matter in gear. Using metaphor, simile, repetition, and
rhyme, the cards fronts describe everyday items in imaginative verses. Roll the clues around in your
inner ear or voice them aloud to a crowd: either way, solving Riddles (answers are provided on the
backs of the cards) will unwind your mind and stretch your imagination. We wish you good luck and
good health!.
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The publication is not di icult in study preferable to fully grasp. It really is rally intriguing throgh looking at period of time. I found out this pdf from my
dad and i advised this ebook to find out.
-- Fa biola  Hilper t-- Fa biola  Hilper t

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any publisher. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the 50 % from the book. I discovered
this book from my dad and i advised this publication to discover.
-- Dr . Willis Wa lter-- Dr . Willis Wa lter
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